Future-proof your
video supply chain
ACQUIRE. TRANSFORM. DISTRIBUTE.

Why Cloud IP?
Live event acquisition and distribution has been dominated
for decades by two key technologies - satellite and fibre.
This has been a reliable method of delivery, but as
the industry evolves it’s time to look at a more flexible,
adaptable and reliable alternative.
Cloud IP enables you to scale at speed
as your needs grow. There are significant
opportunities to be had if implemented
correctly, but quickly adopting and optimising
cloud services is not without challenge and
requires specific technical and operational
expertise. With M2A CONNECT, we offer you
the very best of Cloud IP technology based
on more than 12 years of industry leading
experience in this sector. Powered by AWS,
M2A CONNECT is already delivering for
major global broadcasters, OTT platforms
and sports rights owners. This allows you to
focus on broadcast operations while leaving
the complex set up and management of
Cloud IP workflows to M2A CONNECT.

M2A Media Cloud IP Checklist
Does your current solution
allow the following:
› Commercial flexibility on a
pay-as-you-use basis with low
upfront investment?
› Schedule-based orchestration
of on-screen graphics, interstitials,
standards conversion and
transcoding to meet the
demands of your full IP workflow?
› Self service for your subscribers
to select and manage where they
receive your feeds?
› Dynamically scaling your
capacity for delivery, storage
and video processing and lowering
when no longer needed?
› Greater interoperability with
standardised internet technology?
› Reduced latency and no need for
multiple uplinks and downlinks?
› Reach to multiple regions and
broadcast takers in the click of
a broadcast switch?
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Product
Overview
M2A CONNECT is a fully
featured- orchestration
tool for scheduling,
routing, and monitoring live,
contribution-quality video using
the AWS global network.
M2A CONNECT manages both acquisition
and distribution of transport streams.
We provide an easy to use scheduling API,
enabling automated control of the underlying
infrastructure, along with the tools and
capability to drive service availability via
an event-based schedule - all crucial to
broadcasters.
ACQUISITION
For acquisition, M2A CONNECT offers:
› scheduling, orchestration and
monitoring of ingest video feeds
› routing of video feeds through
16 AWS regions
› management of aggregation from
multiple destinations including local
data centres and AWS workflows.
To manage the hundreds of possible AWS
MediaConnect flows, entitlements and
outputs, we have developed an intelligent
caching and throttling layer. This means
M2A CONNECT remains responsive to the
state and health of resources, allowing us
to prioritise changes to signal routing,
outputs, entitlements and infrastructure.
DISTRIBUTION
For distribution, M2A CONNECT offers:
› scheduling, orchestration and
monitoring of live video feeds
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› ability to reformat, transcode and
localise feeds
› secure syndication to multiple
subscribers, rights packages, and
destinations.
M2A CONNECT models user management
in a way that is more suited to running an
event-based, live service. This enables
different levels of access to the system
for different user roles for your organisation
or customers.
CLOUD FLEXIBILITY.
DESIGNED FOR GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION.
M2A Media has built out an entitlement
management system allowing our customers
to describe and automate complex content
availability agreements using relatively
simple yet flexible metadata that fits their
business. Our API allows you to specify a
much richer description of the relationship
between content and those who should
receive it than simply applying entitlements
directly to Flows. All features can also be
managed through the intuitive web-based
M2A Console for greater control.
The product not only delivers hi-res transport
streams but adapts these with customisable
workflows making them either generic or
specifically prepared and localised for a
target partner.
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Product Benefits
Adaptable:
Flex the contribution, acquisition and distribution capabilities
to the needs of your specific event.

Reliable:
Go to the next level of reliability by adding extra AWS redundancy for
more resilience, with greater configuration flexibility than ever before.

Intuitive:
Switch and schedule rapidly in the easy-to-use M2A Console
or integrate into your workflow with M2A Media’s API.

Simplify:
Orchestrate and automate complex AWS Cloud workflows for broadcast.

Streamline:
Work in collaboration with the cloud video experts to amplify your
operations by utilising our 24x7 support - leaving your teams to
focus on the business of broadcast.

Insights:
Give your operations teams greater control over video feed
management with advanced performance metrics backed by
automation in the M2A Console.

Secure:
User management control with different levels of access dependent
on their requirements.

Complex capability, on demand:
Turn on cloud frame-rate conversion, transcoding, live video capture
and more to spin up capability in minutes on an event basis without
the need for CAPEX.
M2A CONNECT | Product Brochure
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Product Features
M2A CONNECT uses a live event schedule
to manage the flow of live feeds.
The choice of ingest protocols includes,
but is not limited to:
› RTP with FEC
› RIST
› SRT
› Zixi
SECURE & RESILIENT
Resilience options range from adding a
back-up stream in the same AWS Region
but a different Availability Zone, to crossconnected multi-region, multi-AZ stream
redundancy. M2A CONNECT orchestration
ensures the flows and workflow resources
for each live event are started and connected
only when required and spun down at the
end of the event. Orchestration can also
add graphics, interstitials and transcoding
to the live workflows.
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EXTEND YOUR CONTENT VALUE
M2A CONNECT can also feed into our live
capture product, M2A CAPTURE, allowing
you to directly capture live video feeds
from the console and store in AWS S3.
This can then be used for archiving, to
supply your VOD platform and, importantly,
storing output for regulatory compliance.
As an additional service, M2A CONNECT
can process motion-compensated,
cloud-based frame rate conversion on
a contracted or pay-as-you-use basis.
Developed in collaboration with frame rate
experts at InSync and Hiscale, the feature
offers hardware-grade conversion with cloud
flexibility. It can be automated directly from
M2A CONNECT streams and output for use
at destination locations.
Find out more about M2A CONNECT |
Cloud Frame Rate Converter
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Product Features

HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE CLOUD
The M2A CONNECT transport and broadcast
feed monitoring exposes data on the live
streams and provides real-time alerts on
any failures. The M2A CONNECT Console
provides feed QoS stats, shows who is
receiving which feeds, and provides views
of the live video handoff. Monitoring data
and confidence feeds can also be accessed
directly. These might be used to feed thirdparty alerting systems or multiviewers within
the customer’s MCR. All streams are AES 256
bit encrypted and out of band management
is directly in the console.
CONTRIBUTION
Contribution sources are in a mezzanine
bit-rate up to 100Mbps AVC/HEVC. M2A
CONNECT can receive sources sent as Zixi,
RIST, SRT or RTP+FEC.
Flexible regional transcodes are optional
in the workflow. Where deployed, they
provide transcoded feeds while applying
graphic overlays or different language audio
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channels. Each regional transcode can be
connected to another AWS MediaConnect
flow for onward distribution.
Each output flow can be configured and
consumed according to the end receiver’s
requirements. Some possibilities include:
› an entitlement to an output feed via
the M2A Console
› RTP+FEC unicast feed to a pre-agreed
endpoint - details via M2A Console or API
› RTMP push. Publisher enters the endpoint details via the M2A Console
› delivery directly to cloud based OTT
platform via AWS MediaConnect or
other protocols
› mezzanine input into cloud playout
solution via RTP+FEC or AWS
MediaConnect entitlement
› a subscriber self-serve by finding live
event flows granted to them.
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CASE STUDIES

CASE STUDY

DISTRIBUTION:
Global media rights owner

The Challenge
A major global sports rights owner required
a new method to distribute its content to
takers worldwide.
They were looking for a solution which
provided greater scale and flexibility
than satellite or fibre - with the ability
to reach end takers more easily.

The Solution
The sports brand chose M2A CONNECT to
manage secure, rights-based entitlements of
their live content. Using AWS MediaConnect
and AWS MediaLive resources, the rights
owner uses the M2A Console to set up live
sources, schedule events, add subscribers
and entitlements, monitor live streams, and
deliver tailored live video across multiple
regions to diverse receivers. The rights
owner also enables M2A Console access
for the broadcast taker to control feeds
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they are ingesting reducing contact time
with the rights owner. Due to the high value
of the content, the rights owner also utilises
M2A Media’s 24x7 Operations Service. This
additional service allows the customer to:
› set up event bookings and make
last-minute changes
› have constant eyes-on-glass monitoring
during end-to-end transmission enabling broadcast grade SLAs
on the cloud
M2A CONNECT has become a key part of the
customer’s live event distribution as they
transition towards IP workflows across their
business and embrace cloud technology.
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CASE STUDY

ACQUISITION:
An international streaming service

The Challenge
A world leading SVOD/AVOD streaming
platform needed support to quickly stand
up capability to ingest new sports content
following successful rights negotiation.
The streaming service began to expand the
content from video on demand to host live
football on their premium subscription tier.
As the rights deal was not completed until
the last minute, the customer required a
quick turnaround from an agile organisation
to deliver in time for the start of the season.

The Solution
With a two month timeline to deploy a
comprehensive live video service, M2A
CONNECT was deployed in the customer’s
AWS environment to manage the acquisition
of live feeds directly from stadiums to
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multiple Availability Zones, using the very
latest in cloud IP technology. As part of
the solution, the M2A Console was used to
display sources, feed monitoring metrics
and health status, along with proxy feeds,
allowing them to schedule, monitor and
route their live sports feeds, as required.
M2A CONNECT orchestrates AWS
infrastructure based on the streaming
platform’s event schedule, allowing the
broadcaster to scale resources up or down,
depending on need.
As part of a complete solution, the customer
also deployed M2A LIVE. The streaming
platform chose this in concert with M2A
CONNECT to provide event-based live
stream orchestration, to manage the
encoding, packaging and origination
of ABR with multiple bitrates to viewers
across the region.
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CASE STUDY

ACQUISITION:
A challenger OTT sports platform

The Challenge
A newly launched OTT service in the Asia
Pacific region broadcasting premium sport,
including New Zealand and English Cricket,
Premier League, NFL and NBA, needed
infrastructure to manage, record and preview
its licensed sports content. They wanted
greater visibility and operational control
of live sports transport through the supply
chain. The broadcaster was already a user of
AWS cloud and wanted a dynamic IP solution
that wrapped around AWS Media Services for
greater ease of use in scheduling.

The Solution
Through M2A Media’s use of AWS
architecture, M2A CONNECT was a natural
fit. The product was the light touch solution
required to power the delivery of sports
content from global rights partners at a
competitive price. It also affords them
security, ease of use and reliability of
M2A Console.
M2A CONNECT | Product Brochure

The M2A CONNECT solution ingests
redundant live streams into AWS
MediaConnect in two Availability Zones
providing orchestration and oversight of
the inter-regional routing between AWS
regions. All sources and proxy feeds are
made available through M2A CONNECT via
AWS MediaLive and AWS Media Package, with
the Console exposing monitoring metrics and
health status of all streams. A full channel
schedule is added via M2A’s API, or the M2A
Console provides a user-friendly interface
allowing operators to easily schedule events.
M2A CONNECT orchestrates the activation
and halting of AWS infrastructure according
to the events schedule, offering safety
around provisioning time and over-runs
as well as automated scaling as necessary.
The final ‘hand-off’ of the transport streams
uses an AWS MediaConnect output in the
agreed regions and AWS account. By using
M2A CONNECT, the customer is assured a
flexible and reliable service which scales to
the demands of their ever-changing platform.
m2amedia.tv
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CASE STUDY

ACQUISITION:
Multi-national sports broadcaster

The Challenge

The Solution

A multi-national sports broadcaster was
already using the M2A LIVE product from
M2A Media to orchestrate their channel
schedule and services in territories from
Italy to Japan. The broadcaster required
an agile, secure, reliable and cost-effective
solution to ingest live video feeds over
cloud IP through a single content acquisition
product. They wanted a solution which
enabled them to have the flexibility to
acquire new sports rights fast and the reach
to broadcast more niche sporting events.

M2A CONNECT was deployed to manage
bookings of live sport acquisition from
AWS sources and to bring the new sports
content to air. By using M2A CONNECT, the
customer was able to self-serve in the M2A
Console by managing the inbound cloud
IP feeds and monitoring transit across
public cloud infrastructure. The customer
could easily create, configure and manage
their live event workflow in addition to
viewing proxy versions of live content
directly in the console and directly viewing
feed performance metrics. This gave the
renowned broadcaster the peace of mind
that their new content was being delivered
throughout the process. The solution enabled
the organisation to move quickly and respond
to the rapidly changing broadcast situation,
without taking months to deploy traditional
infrastructure. This was all while providing
the resilience and protection required to
meet the uptime expected by their viewers.
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Reach further with our global network presence

EAST ASIA
Seoul, KR
Tokyo, JP
GREATER CHINA
Hong Kong, S.A.R.
AMERICAS

OCEANIA

Ohio, US
N. Virginia, US
N. California, US
Oregon, US
São Paulo, BR

Sydney, AU

EUROPE
Frankfurt, DE
Dublin, IRE
London, UK
Paris, FR
Stockholm, SE

S./S.E. ASIA
Mumbai, IN
Singapore, SG

Utilising the AWS network and AWS Elemental MediaConnect data centre locations

To learn more about M2A
Media, and how our products
can help future-proof your
broadcast operations, please
get in touch and we can
arrange a time to chat.
Contact
M2A Media
Studio 119
The Record Hall
16-16A, Baldwin’s Gardens
London EC1N 7RJ
+44 (0)20 3813 8580
sales@m2amedia.tv
m2amedia.tv

